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We invited the Knox Street Orienteering Walkers (KnoxSOW ) group to organise a 

walk in Wheelers Hill on the morning of Friday 22nd March. It was a cool but fine 

start & we met in the western carpark of the Mulgrave Country Club at 10am. 

Ten members came along and there were 9 walkers from KnoxSOW to give us 

some guidance. We were given maps showing 20 clues that we had to answer in 

one hour by walking the streets, to search for fire hydrants, bus stops, letterboxes, 

electricity poles, phone numbers, garden ornaments and even drain covers. What 

fun! 

After the walk we appreciated our coffee and chat on the terrace just outside the 

MCC Cafe. Apart from feeling rather warm near the end of the walk, it was a most 

enjoyable activity….as endorsed by the comments below! 

- It was great fun as I had not done it before. Was great having the experienced walkers there. 

- Would definitely do this again. Thank you for organising it. 

- It was an enjoyable walk especially with a small group which makes it more interesting.  

- Searching the maps, looking for letter boxes and so on was a challenge. 

- The orienteering walk was great fun, and we met some really lovely friendly people. 

 



  
Keith and Jenny puzzling over the clues. KnoxSOW  Organisers, Glenys and David 

. 

 

(This activity was co-ordinated by Julie Matthews as an outing for Combined Probus 

Club of Wheelers Hill. Julie also walks every month with the KnoxSOW.)  

www.knoxsow.fun 
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